Mid Level iOS Developer
At Dragon Army, our team is the most important part of our company. And our values are what help us make
sure we bring in the right new team members. They are: Team First, Think Positively, and Have Fun. So right
off the bat, we need to know if you think these are good values for YOU. If this sounds like your kind of thing,
keep reading.
We’re a mobile experience company. We strive to build remarkable mobile products and experiences for
Fortune 1000 companies. And we’re looking for an incredible Mid-level iOS Developer to join our growing
team.

Responsibilities
Our developers are obsessive about generating clean and efficient code. You’ll be responsible for analyzing
and refactoring existing code. This person is comfortable helping with estimating, scoping and prioritizing
upcoming work. You’ll collaborate with team members to help expand and improve our process and
capabilities will be a big part of the role.

Required Skills and Experience
●
●
●
●
●

2+ years developing iOS apps
Strong familiarity with Swift
Experience using Interface Builder and Storyboards
Experience with integrating REST APIs into client applications
Has successfully released apps on the App Store is a plus, but not required (please include app names
and links when applying)
● Ability to collaborate on a dynamic team of engineers and designers

Desired Skills and Experience
●
●
●
●

Ability to use dependency management systems such as Cocoapods
Knowledge of continuous integration tools such as Jenkins
Familiarity with distribution of apps to testers through TestFlight or other platforms
Experience designing and coding persistent storage mechanisms using tools like SQL Lite, Realm, and
Core Data
● Experience working with Version Control in a multi-user environment: familiarity with merging,
branching, and conflict resolution
● Knowledge of, and practical experience with, design patterns such as MVC
Sound like something you’d be into? Drop us a line at jobs@dragonarmy.com and we’ll get back to you.

Our benefits are pretty great. They include things like unlimited vacation, 401k, and we can’t forget to
mention our annual company cruise.
Dragon Army is an equal opportunity employer and value diversity at our company. We do not discriminate on
the basis of race, religion, color, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, age, marital status, veteran status,
or disability status.

